MEMORANDUM

TO: Jonathan Posey
FROM: Emily Kaylor, Director of Regulatory Policy
DATE: December 21, 2018
Case No.: 18 05 R
RE: CSI Referral – Ohio State Medical Board arbitrarily limits the practice of nutrition to a single modality

On behalf of Lt. Governor Mary Taylor, and pursuant to the authority granted to the Common Sense Initiative (CSI) Office under Ohio Revised Code (ORC) § 107.56, this memo represents CSI’s comments to Jonathan Posey regarding the CSI Referral – Ohio State Medical Board arbitrarily limits the practice of nutrition to a single modality.

Determination
The referral entitled “Ohio State Medical Board arbitrarily limits the practice of nutrition to a single modality” received on August 16, 2018 is subject to review by the CSI Office under ORC § 107.56. However, the relevant factual background described in this referral is nearly identical to that which is described in a previous referral entitled “Medical Board, Dietetics Advisory Council Rules.” In that determination, the CSI Office approved of the Ohio State Medical Board’s ongoing action. Because this referral does not present any new facts or arguments for the CSI Office to consider, it must maintain its approval of the ongoing action. A copy of the previous determination is attached for reference.